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Let o be a Dedekind Domain and r ,a finite abelian grou 
denote the group ring of r over D. We are concerned with the local 
structure of @T-lattices, i.e., of or-modules that are c-torsion free. 
Following Nelson [7] and Friihlich [S] one can use the concept of 
factorisability to define an equivalence relation, “factor equivalence,” 
on the set of or-lattices. Factor equivalence is a weakening of genus 
equivalence (i.e., isomorphic T-module structure at each local ~ornpl~tio~~. 
Since factor&ability is essentially of a computational nature it is often very 
easy to decide questions of factor equivalence-in particular one c 
many examples of lattices that do not have the same genus since t 
not factor equivalent. Of much interest would be results t 
equivalence from factorisability considerations. 
under certain conditions such deductions can in 
is the first example of knowledge of factor equivalence giving i~~or~at~~~ 
of a more subtle nature. 
The ultimate motivation for this investigation is arithmetical coming 
from Galois module theory. Indeed the notion of factor equivalence 
originated from attempts to study the Galois module structure of rings of 
ebraic integers in wildly ramified extensions and of groups of units, in 
particular in real abelian fields. For instance the ~on~~~tio~ between 
arithmetic and module theoretic invariants gives rise to restrictions on the 
module structure of rings of integers best expressed in terms of factor 
equivalence. In turn our results shed new light on the old vexe 
as to when the ring of integers viewed as a module over th 
is aclually projective over its associated order-for more 
a~~li~atio~s see [I]. For a discussion of these results in light of other 
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arithmetical applications of factorisability considerations the reader can 
also consult [9]. 
In Section 1 we recall the definition of factor-equivalence and then 
reinterpret it in terms of relations between certain “natural” sublattices. In 
Section 2 we introduce a third equivalence relation on the set of lattices 
and use it to state and prove the main result. Combining the technique of 
this section with the result of Section 1 then provides for certain lattices a 
condition suffkient to ensure projectivity of the lattice over an explicitly 
described order. Finally, as an example, in Section 3 we analyse the 
behaviour with respect to the equivalence relations discussed in the 
previous sections of a class of lattices that generalises the class of projective 
Swan modules. 
BASIC NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper we shall adopt the following notations : Z denotes 
the ring of rational integers, Q the field of rationals. If p is a prime Qp is 
the field of p-adic numbers and Z, the subring of p-adic integers. K is 
always a finite extension of Q or of some Q, with further conditions 
imposed from time to time. K has ring of integers D = Q~ and ideal group 
IK. If KC is an algbraic closure of K and L c KC is a finite Galois extension 
of K then Gal(L/K) is the Galois group, and for any subgroup A, L( A ) 
is the corresponding fixed field. 
X and Y denote or-lattices. X has linear dual X h = Horn,{& 0). 
%(KT, X) = (2 E KT: 1Xc X}. If aT acts faithfully on X then ‘i!l(KT, X) is 
an o-order in KI’, the so called “associated order” of X in KIY More 
generally % and B are o-orders in KT with VI = m(~, r) the maximal such 
order. A lattice X “admits” ?I if 9I c ‘i!l(KI’, X). In general 58. X denotes the 
minimal 2I-module in X@, K containing X and XW the maximal %-module 
contained in X The group r has character group P = Hom(L’, (Kc)*). 
For any subset S of r+ we set 
o,=Irpe,= 1 fj(y’)yEFr, 
dES 
?Jer 
where ITI denotes the cardinality of a finite set T. For brevity, if A is a 
subgroup of I- and G(A) is the set of characters of r that are trivial on A 
then we shall write ed for e,(,). For any idempotent e of KT we set 
X’= {XE X: x = xe}. In particular X(A) = Xed which we regard as an 
o(T/A)-lattice by identifying K(T/A) = KTe, via ZA +-+ Ted. 
1. FACTOR EQUIVALENCE 
Factorisability was introduced by Nelson, in [7], in a representation 
theoretic setting in the context of arbitrary finite groups. In this paper we 
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deal exclusively with abelian groups and so may take a 
approach-we adopt that used by Frijhlich in [S]. 
For any abelian group J’, we let Y(T) denote the set of subgroups of T. 
A division D of P is an equivalence class in P with characters 8 and 
belonging to the same division if and only if they generate the same cyc 
subgroup. For each division D, 4 represents the corr 
subgroup. For A an abelian group (which we wr 
usually take to be the ideal group of a number fi 
consider the group Map(Y(P ), A) of functionsf: 
each f to a function on the set of divisions using the 
f(D) = n (f(c))“@-:=‘, (1.1) 
CCD 
where the product is taken over all subgroups of D and ~(4 : C) = p( ID/C\ ). 
Introduce now the factorisable quotient function YE 
defined by 
DcH 
bviously, by Mobius inversion, (1.1) for all divisions D is equivalent to 
y(H) = I for each cyclic subgroup H of P. 
DEFINITION. The function f E Map( 9( T+ ), A ) is ~~~t~r~~~~~e if and only 
if the function 7 is trivial. 
EXAMPLE. Let L/K be a global abelian Galois extension wit 
Gal(L/K) = 6: If for any such extension 6(L/K) denotes its d 
consider go Map(Y’(P), I,) defined by g(G(d)) = @L(A) 
conductor-discriminant formula we have, for any A 6 TY 
g(G(A))= n Y(Q)= h(D)> (1.2) 
BEG(A) D (A) 
where h(D) = nBED 9’(O) with 9’(O) the conductor of 8. Fro (8.2) it 
follows easily that g is factorisable. 
s a general procedure we consider injective ~omomor~his 
i:X-+Y 
of or-lattices with finite cokernel and associative t 
ap(Y(F’ ), IK) defined by 
f(X YMG(A))= [Y(d): (iW(A)lo, 
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where [ : 1, is the o-module index as defined for c-lattices which span the 
same K-space----for more details see, for example, Frohlich’s article in [2]. 
(Here in order to compute the index we regard iX and Y as embedded in 
Y@, K). In fact if i and j are any two such embeddings then j(X, Y)i is 
fdctorisable if and only ifS(X, Y)j is factorisable. Furthermore if X and Y 
have the same genus as or-modules (which we shall write as Xu Y) then 
for any embedding i the function j(X, Y)i is factorisable. To demonstrate 
this we introduce the defect function of Friihlich (cf. [4, 51). 
DEFINITION. For or-lattices X and Y the defect function J(X, Y) is the 
element of Map(Y(l” ), IK) defined by 
[IX(A > : W’W >I, 
J(‘K Y)(G(A))= [Y(A): (ym)(~)],’ 
The previous remarks are now easy consequences of the following result 
taken from [S] : 
LEMMA (1.3). For my X, Y, und i as ahot:e the function f(X, Y)i is 
factorisahle of and only if J( X, Y) is factorisahle. 
The above procedure thus leads to a natural equivalence relation 
between or-lattices that weakens genus equivalence : 
DEFINITION. Two or-lattices X, Y are f+ctor equioalent~ written 
X A ,- Y (or X A Y when the operating group is understood), if there exists 
an or-embedding i as above with f‘(X, Y); factorisable. 
We now re-interpret this notion in terms of relations between certain 
“natural” I;T-sublattices of X and Y. For -this we use an argument of 
Gillard (cf. [6, Sect. 33). We use the following notations: the subgroup 
A <r is “cocyclic” in r (written A <c r) if the quotient group r/A is 
cyclic; for each A< r we set C,(X)= Cn, X(A’) where here the sum is 
taken over all clcmcnts of the set y”,,(r) = (A’ d I‘: A <A’ < ~ I-}. Thus 
C,(X) is an ,(T/A)-lattice spanning KX(A). Finally f?,,(X) denotes the 
corresponding sum taken over all elements of the set 9&(f )\{ A}. 
hOPOSITION (1). If X and Y span isomorphic KT-spaces then they are 
f t q . I tf d 1 %foreachA<I’,wehave ac or e uu~ en 1 an on y 2 
[X(A) : CAWl,= [Y(A) : CAVI,. 
For an easy application note that for any A <f we have the equality 
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(A) = C,(%lI). Hence if 2l is any n-order in MT (with al”~ 
proposition implies that 
‘ia /\,!mm%=Cc,( 
This, for example, immediately shows that if r is no 
not factor equivalent to %!--a result already containe 
generally this method shows that if 5’ is a finite r-set with 
for some set of subgroups jKj) then 9.X(&‘) A r A’ if 
subgroup Ki is cocyclic in r. 
For the proof of the proposition we can regar in X and 
(perhaps after localising) we need only consider the case of u a princi 
ideal domain. Let II be a subgroup of r. To 
of the lattices C,(X) and C,(Y). For this let < be a total ordering on t 
set 9&(r) with < consistent with the partial ordering of reverse set 
theoretic inclusion. For cocyclic subgroups A and A’ we write A <A’ for 
A $ A’ and A # A’. We argue by induction on <. e first note that for any 
subgroup A E Y&Jr) one has 
To prsve this we use 
LEMMA (1.5). For each subgroup A -cc k the quotient module, 
(X( A ))/(t??,(X)) is c?-torsion free. 
Proc$ Set M(X, A) = jX(A ))/(C,(X)) and let D be Iocal above p. Let 
A(p) denote the unique subgroup of r with lA(p)/Aj = p (with d(p) = I- if 
p k /T/Al ). Also if T/A = H, x H, with H, a p-group and 
to p we denote by i the character of H2 which is defin 
over the rationals and such that, for 0 E H,, k(o) = 
We regard R as taking values in the field 62,. 
corresponding idempbtent of Z,H, then 
and this is a direct summand of X(A)/X(A ) ). Since this latter mo 
is obviously torsion free the result follows. 
Equation (1.4) now follows easily. Indeed if a~1.h.s. (of (1.4)) 
jAIo:=(lAje,).a~r.h.s. and so, by Lemma(1.5), a~r.h.s. 
hand the reverse inclusion is obvious. Thus if A E 9&(r) then one can 
construct an o-base of CA,<A X(A’) from an u-base of 
adjoining a base of the free o-module X(A)/~,(XJ. 
method one constructs o-bases of C,(X) and C,(Y). The index 
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[C,(X) : C,( Y)], is generated by the determinant of the matrix expressing 
a base of C,(Y) in terms of a base of C,(X). With respect to the bases 
constructed above this is an upper triangular block matrix of the form 
? 
‘7’ 
0 
The index is thus the product of the determinants of the blocks on the 
diagonal. But for the block corresponding to the cocyclic subgroup A this 
is equal to 
(For A =Z one has Z(Z)= [X(Z) : Y(Z)],.) Thus for each subgroup 
Zi’dT one has 
CC,@‘) : CA VI, = fl Z(A). (1.6) 
In particular therefore for any cocyclic subgroup A < Z the equation (1.6) 
gives 
[J-</i>: Y(~)lo= n 4A,). (1.7) 
A<A,<I- 
Inverting (1.7) by Mobius inversion gives the following formula for each 
cocyclic subgroup ,4 < Z 
Z(A) = j-j ([X(A’) : Y(A’)]o)r(‘A’:n’). (1.8) 
A<A’<T 
But Proposition (1) now follows directly from (1.6) and (1.8) together with 
the definition of factor equivalence. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
In this section we demonstrate that, under certain conditions, there is a 
very close connection between the relations of genus and factor equivalence. 
In order to establish the result we characterise triviality of the defect function 
and then use the following theorem of Frohlich [3] 
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M (1). Let X be an or-l’attice spanning KT. If 
“, X”)(T+) is integral and J(‘EB^, X^)(T+)=c; 
In order ts state our result we introduce another e uivalence relation 
between or-lattices. Again this trivially weakens genus, behaves very well 
functorially (e.g., under extension, restriction, or local completion of scalars 
or induction of modules from subgroups), and in many cases of interest is 
easy to analyse. 
EFINITION. Two or-lattices X and Y are r-‘-o-equivalent, written XO, Y 
(or 270 Y if the operating group is understood) if and only if for every 
cocyclic subgroup A < c r, with D the division of generators of (I’/A) +, we 
(K(T/A), X(A))‘“: cU(K(I‘/A), Y(A))‘D], = c. 
remark. If Xu Y then for all subgroups A < F we 
“L[(K(r/A),X(A)f=M(K(r/A), Y(A)) 
so that, trivially, X0, Y, 
We can now state our main result: 
THEOREM (2). Let thefield K be of one ofthefolhing types 
(i) K is a number field and none of the grime divisors of Iri are 
ramified in K/Q, or 
(ii) K is an absolutely unram$ed local field. 
Let X and Y be or-lattices with K(X) ‘v K(Y) isomorphic to a sootiest 
KT. Then the function J(X, Y) is trivial if and only if both X A r P and 
X0, Y. In particular if ‘2I = %(Q, X) then Xv 8 if and only if both X0, 
and J”(X, cLiI)(T + ) = O. 
This result has a number of interesting arithmetical consequences whit 
are more fully explored in [ 1, 91, It is no longer true after any weakening 
of the initial hypotheses on K, I’, X, or Y. (EIowever, for 
finite dimensional commutative separable F-algebra with 
of type F([,) with [,, a primitive nth root of unity for any pz coprime to 
) is a quotient of a suitable group ring ts which the theorem can b 
.) Furthermore in Section 3 we shall give an example indicatin 
that, even under the above conditions, neither factor eq~~vale~~e or 
o-equivalence is by itself sufficient to force projectivity. 
In the remainder of this section we shall prove Theorem (2). 
treat the case K(X) N K(Y) 2: KrPsince KT is semisimple any q 
is a direct summand of KT and using this the result in case K(X) -h 
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follows easily from the result in case K(X) 2 KT. Thus, in the remainder 
of this section, unless explicitly stated to the contrary, we shall assume that 
the lattices X and Y satisfy K(X) == K(Y) + KT. Throughout the field K is 
assumed to satisfy the conditions of Theorem (2). Our first step is to 
evaluate J(X, Y) at each division D of r +. By this analysis we shall prove 
LEMMA (2.1). .T(X, Y)(D)=0 f or all divisions D of r+ if and only if 
x0, Y. 
Since the global defect function localises we need only consider the local 
case. Furthermore if K is local at a prime h with fi l 1 rl then or is maximal 
so that X= Y N nT (cf. [S]). Hence we need only consider the case of K 
local at a prime dividing lrl. In this situation we consider the behaviour 
of the following elements of Map(9’(r+), I,): 
fW)(GV))= CJV>:(x"mW >I, 
and 
(so that J(X, Y) = f(X). (f( Y))-l). Fix a division D, of r+. To evaluate 
f(X)(D,) we use an argument of Friihlich [S]. We write the order of any 
(and therefore every) element of D, as p”h with (p, h) = 1, and let cP, ch 
denote primitive p” and h roots of unity. Set F= K(iPn) so that 
F Qp(ip4 
unramified 
I/ 
totally 
ramified 
QP 
(2.2) 
The division D, generates a cyclic subgroup &, < r + with D, = G(A,) 
for some cocyclic subgroup A,, cc r Evaluating f(X)(D,) is the same as 
evaluating f(X(A,))(D,), with X(d,) considered as an o(T/A,)-lattice 
spanning K(I’/A,), and D, as the division of generators of (T/d,)+. Thus, 
by replacing X by X(d,), Y by Y(d,), and r by r, = T/A,, we need only 
compute with the cyclic group r, such that D, is the division formed by 
the generators of r,t . More precisely, with 0 = Do we replace X and Y by 
the lattices 
and 
Xl = (X0, @<A,) 
Yl = (Yc3, flK4). 
For j d n and t 1 h let C( p’t) denote the cyclic subgroup of TO+ of order pjt 
with D(pjt) denoting the corresponding division. Let r, = r1 x r, with 
IT11 =p” and IT,/ =h and for AE(rr)+ and q5E(I;)+ set e,=(l/p”). 
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c YE=* 4-Y) Y-‘W5p”)G and g, = (l/h) . C, E r2 d(y) y ~ ’ E Or,. Characters 
1, and q5 (of TI and T2 respectively) together determine a character i q5 of 
r, and e,g4 is the corresponding idempotent of 
ej = Cord(2.j 1 d eA and Zj= CordCA)+ eE. and car 
define gf = Cord(B)I f g, and g, = CordCo = f 
of ET,, corresponding to C( pjt) and that ( 
are the Ejgs for O<j<n 
G, F,) and WI, = W(,, r,) 0, 0, 
%= @ or,zjg,= 
OGJXTI 
&E(J-2Z)- 
and therefore 
%ejg,=%Y,ejg,= @ GToPkg,. 
O<kGj 
ord(ljl)lf 
FQ~~EI-~ andd<~,wesetf,(G(d),qS)=[(X,g,)(d): 
Since & = II, E r: (Xl 1 g4 we have S(X,)(G(d)) = 
and so with the obvious definition of fr(D, 4), we als 
J&,f; fi(D, 4) for any division D. We now eval 
defimtron we have 
ence, if ord(d) 1 t then g4 g, = 0 so that 
and if t 5 0 mod ord(q5) then, setting to = ord(qS), we have 
(X, g,y = (X, g(pc 
and 
and thus 
Thus for D = Do we have, from (2.3), 
(2.3) 
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by using (2.4). Hence 
fl(a3> d) = 1 if ord(d)#h (orifn=O) 
whereas, if ord(d)=h (and n> 1) then 
fl(& 4) =f1(CWh), 4). (fl(cw-‘h)~ 4))-’ 
(the last equality because (Xi g4)engd = X, g,, because 2, g, and e, _ 1 g# are 
orthogonal idempotents and because of the general rule for an or-lattice 
A4 and orthogonal idempotents fi ,f2 that 
[&p+fz’ :&l@@],= [(~‘f’+9fi : &pJo). 
Repeating this calculation with Y, replacing X1 we see that 
f(X)(D,) =f( Y)(D,) if and only if 
n [(xl g,) e”, gi : (xl gg)-io = n c( Y, g,) c g, : ( yl gd)Yo (2.7) 
4 4 
with each product here is taken over all characters (of r,) of exact order 
h. To relate this condition (2.7) to our notion of o-equivalence we use a 
further lemma. For this let M denote any Or, g,-sublattice of A = FrO g+. 
Set e=Z,g, and Q=OTOe. 
LEMMA (2.8). With the above notation if M has associated order 2l c A 
then [Me : MelO= [tie : VIelO. 
Proof. First note that e is a primitive idempotent of the F-algebra A so 
that Ae identifies with a finite separable field extension L of F with maximal 
Lo-order 52. With this identification 2Ie, 2II’, Me and M’ are fractional ideals 
of L so that ‘Lie = Q, tie = aB, Me = /IQ, and M’ = ysZ for suitable elements 
CI, /I, and y of L. It suffices to show that c.& = (y/fl)G. Now ~1. j3 
corresponds in Ae to a product of the form a(xe) with a = aeE 2I and 
XEM. But a(xe) = (ae)x = axe A4’ so that c$E&?. Conversely if A (=Ae) 
is the element of Ae corresponding to y/p and if x E M then Ax = A(xe) 
corresponds to an element of the ideal (y//3). ps2 = yQ so that in fact 
Ax E M. Hence il E Cue and y//I E IXQ. [ 
The assertion of Lemma (2.1) now follows from (2.7), the argument of 
Lemma (2.8), and the definition of o-equivalence. 
The first part of Theorem (2) now follows from Lemma (2.1), the detini- 
tion of factor equivalence, and the fact that if X0, Y then for any sub- 
group A < r we have X(A) or,d Y(A). From this the final assertion of 
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rem (2) follows as a consequence of Theore (1) together with the 
wing technical lemma. 
&Ebfhf~ (2.9 j. If X is an or-lattice spanning KT and (K’r, X) tizen 
1(X, m)(r+)=J(ruA, XA)(Fi). 
Proo$ e first note that 
Now let L be a splitting field extension of K (w.r.t. r) with 0 the ring 
of L and set X’= X0,0, %’ = 
(LO, r) by % we have 
ut the second factor in this product is [(%JZaX)’ : 
is locally isomorphic to ‘!I3 so 
factor. As for the first factor we know 
hty is preserved after passing 
may assume that 
+ are the primitive idempotents of IX’. Thus we have 
!R=nra,.,+ %eO=&,,+ Oe, so that 
and tke result now follows by the argument of Lemma (2.8). 
note a technical corollary of the results so far. T 
a tices) a condition sufficient both to give an explicit 
associated order and also to ensure projectivity of 
order. 
OROLLARY. Suppose K, r, and X are as in Theorem (2j9 wit 
M = ‘QI(KT, X). Suppose furthermore that 7(.X, oT)(T’) 
and C,(B) n *zT= C,(aT) then % = 0l”t C,( 
PYOO>f y assumption [or+ 6, @I) : 00p ]u = CC, 
y the argument of Proposition (I), 
[/A-+ Cl(%) : A-], . (pitI : ol-],)-1 =T( 
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the last equality since 7(X, oir)(Z+) = 0. By Theorem (2), Xv ‘$I if and 
only if 3(2I, X)(T + ) = D. Hence, since the ideal inverse to (2.10) is clearly 
integral, the corollary is a consequence of the following 
LEMMA (2.11). Zf ‘$I=‘$I(KZ’,X) and !!lo,X then ~(‘$l,X)(T+) is 
integral. 
ProoJ: By the argument of Lemma (2.1) one has @X, X)(Z+ ) = 
(J(‘?I, X)(P))-‘. But, by Lemma (2.9), 
(J(%, x)(r+))-l =J(21A, x^)(r+) 
and by Theorem ( I ) this is integral. 1 
It is often the case that, whilst it is very difficult to obtain an explicit 
description of the order ‘?I = 2I(KZ’, A’), for each cocyclic subgroup A <Z 
the lattice YI( A ) is comparatively easy to describe. This is the reason 
why the Corollary may be of some interest. By using a factorisability result 
from [4] it can be applied in an arithmetical setting (cf. [l] and [9] 
Remark 3.14). 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we analyse the behaviour of a class of orders that are 
essentially generalisations of projective Swan modules. (In particular our 
example shows that, even under the conditions of Theorem (2), neither 
factor equivalence or o-equivalence is by itself sufficient to force projec- 
tivity.) We use the following notation: for d be an integral ideal of K and 
Z a finite abelian group, 
[Z’, 81 denotes the DZ-sublattice of KT generated by 1 and 6’. wy, 
and 
D[T’, e] denotes the nZ-sublattice generated by 8. (or) and Jr 
(where here Jr denotes the augmentation ideal of or). The lattice [Z’, &] 
is an o-order in KT if and only if & 1 IZl which we now assume. Let 
7-r: KTx KT+ KT denote the standard Z-invariant K-bilinear pairing 
defined on elements of Z by rc(y, 6) = 1 if y = 6-l and rc(y, 6) = 0 otherwise. 
With respect to this pairing D[I’, 61 identifies with [Z’, &] “. Finally for 
any rational prime p we shall denote the Sylow-p-subgroup of Z by 
sYl,m 
The first assertion of the following proposition occurs in [7]. 
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ROPOSITION (2). Let K be a field satis$ying the hypotheses of 
Theorem (2) with respect to lY Let IZJ = b:(l) . . #‘J(“) and 6 = #F”‘) . . bt’“’ 
where the fij are distinct primes of K and, for each i= 1, 2, ~.,, s, 
n(i) B b(i) 30. Then [r, &] A r D[T, &] ifand only if, for each i= 1,2, ~..9 s,
either 
(i) b(i) = 0, or 
(ii) if fii lies above the rational prime pi then Syl,,(T) is cyclic. 
Moreover [r, Fj or D[I’, 81 if and only $ for each i = I, 2, ...9 s, either 
(i) b(i) =n(i), or 
(ii) b(i) = 0, or 
(iii) iSyl,(r)l = pi. 
Hence [r, &] u D[r, R] if and only iJ; for each i = 1, 2, . . . . s, either 
(i) b(i) = 0, or 
(ai) I~Yl,(~)I =pi, or 
(iii) b(i) = n(i) and SylJr) is cyclic. 
Prooj Without loss of generality we may assu 
d = (/3). For any subgroup A <r the identification 
to give identifications @Te = o(T/A ), j A / ~ i 
(where e = eA). With these identifications consi 
and 
DCJ’> al(A) = IAl .DEUA, UC4 IAlIl. (3.2) 
Now for any A d r one has 
Thus, since any constant function is factorisab e, we have, by (3.1) and 
(3.31, [9, &‘g A DI’ and so, by (3.2) and (3.3), to dec the question of fac- 
tor equivalence of [I’, &] and D[r, &] we are redu to considering the 
factorisability of the function defined on Y(P ) by S(G(d )) = (8, ) Al ). The 
first assertion of the Proposition now follows easily. 
For the second assertion we first note that for any 8 since D[(T’/A )> 81 
identifies with [(r/A), e] A we have 
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Thus since a/(&, /Al) 1 Irl/ldl, the equality (3.2) implies 
Now we need 
LEMMA (3.5). For arbitrary integral &, the lattice [r, &] is isomorphic to 
cc (6 Irl)l. 
Proof. If Irl Idthene,E[r,&] sothat [r,e]=Or(l-e~)Od-‘.o, 
and this is isomorphic, qua or-lattice, to [r, lrl] by the map which is the 
sum of the identity on the first summand and multiplication by Irl -‘/I on 
the second. m 
By (3.1) and Lemma (3.5) we thus have 
ww/~), cc d(d >) = cud (4 IWI~I )I. (3.6) 
Suppose now for definiteness that we are local at the prime ideal &. If 
either b(i) = 0 or b(i) = n(i) then comparing (3.4) and (3.6) we see 
and hence trivially that [r, 810 D[r, e]. On the other hand if 0 < b(i) <n(i) 
then (3.4) and (3.6) together imply that we can violate the required condi- 
tion if and only if there exists a subgroup A <r with ISylJd)l > 
ISyl,(T/d)J = pi. This occurs if and only if ISyl,,(T)I #pi which proves the 
second part of the proposition. The final part now follows directly from 
Theorem (2). m 
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